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Abstract
We derive a cell-centered 3-D di usion di erencing scheme for arbitrary hexahedral meshes using the local support-operators method. Our method is said to be local
because it yields a sparse matrix representation for the di usion equation, whereas
the traditional support-operators method yields a dense matrix representation. The
di usion discretization scheme that we have developed o ers several advantages relative to existing schemes. Most importantly, it o ers second-order accuracy even
on meshes that are not smooth, rigorously treats material discontinuities, and has a
symmetric positive-de nite coecient matrix. The only disadvantage of the method
is that it has both cell-centered and face-centered scalar unknowns as opposed to just
cell-center scalar unknowns. Computational examples are given which demonstrate
the accuracy and cost of the new scheme.
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1 Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to present a local support-operators di usion discretization
for arbitrary 3-D hexahedral meshes. We use the standard nite-element de nition for
hexahedra [1]. The method that we present is a generalization of a similar scheme for
2-D r ; z quadrilateral meshes that was developed by Morel, Roberts, and Shashkov [2].
Our focus is the discretization of the di usion operator rather than any particular type
of di usion equation. For demonstration purposes, we choose to solve a linear di usion
equation of the following form:
;!
;;!
r D r  = Q ;

(1)

where  denotes a scalar function that we refer to as the intensity, D denotes the di usion
coecient, and Q denotes the source or driving function. It is sometimes useful to express
;!

Eq. (1) in terms of a vector function, F , that we refer to as the ux:
;!

;!
F = ;D r 

:

(2)

We have taken the terms \intensity" and \ ux" from the radiative transfer literature [3],
but we have not explicitly considered the radiative di usion equation because the subject
of this paper relates only to the discretization of the di usion operator. Our discretization
can be used in any type of di usion calculation , e.g., time-dependent, steady-state, linear,
or non-linear.
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We de ne a cell-centered di usion discretization scheme as one that numerically preserves the integral of Eq. (1) over each spatial cell. In particular, substituting from Eq. (2)
into Eq. (1) and integrating that equation over a cell volume, we obtain:
I

@V

Z

;! ;!

F  n dA = V Q dV

;

(3)

n denotes the outward-directed unit surface normal,
where @V denotes the cell surface, ;!
and V denotes the cell volume, and V denotes the cell volume. Note that we used the
divergence theorem to convert the second integral in Eq. (3) from a volume integral to a
surface integral. In physical terms, Eq. (3) generally represents a statement of particle or
energy conservation over the cell. Thus we can simply state that cell-centered schemes (as
we de ne them) are conservative over each mesh cell.
If one considers only non-orthogonal meshes with material discontinuities, existing
vertex-centered di usion discretizations are generally more advanced than cell-centered
discretizations. This is primarily so because of the enormous success of Galerkin niteelement methods [1] and variants of those methods. Nonetheless, there are applications for
which cell-centered schemes appear to yield superior accuracy relative to vertex-centered
schemes. For instance, when coupling radiation di usion calculations with cell-centered
hydrodynamics calculations, a cell-centered di usion scheme is highly desirable because
it avoids certain diculties associated with mapping between vertex-centered and cellcentered material temperatures. [4].
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The discretization scheme that we have developed is cell-centered, but it has intensity
unknowns at both cell centers and face centers. It can be applied on both structured
and unstructured meshes consisting of combinations of arbitrary hexahedra and arbitrary
degenerate hexahedra (i.e., wedges, pyramids, and tetrahedra). It yields second-order accurate solutions for the intensities on both smooth and non-smooth meshes even when
material discontinuities are present, and it generates a sparse symmetric positive-de nite
coecient matrix.
The literature relating to cell-centered di usion discretization schemes for arbitrary
hexahedra is not particularly extensive. One of the earliest relevant papers appeared about
ten years ago. In particular, Rose developed a cell-centered hexahedral-mesh discretization
scheme for the Laplacian operator.[5] The di usion operator that we consider degenerates
to the Laplacian operator when the di usion coecient is everywhere unity. Unlike our
scheme, which has only the normal component of the current on each cell face, Rose's
scheme has three components of the ux on each cell. Furthermore, the ux is continuous
across each cell face in Rose's scheme, whereas only the normal component of the ux
is continuous in our scheme. A central aspect of Rose's method is the preservation of
an integral expression that is referred to as an energy principle. Our method is actually
based upon the preservation of an integral identity. The energy principle used by Rose is
not the same as the integral identity that we use, but they are related. In particular, the
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principle used by Rose can be derived from the di usion equation together with the integral
identity that we use. Rose presented a proof that his hexahedral-mesh method converges
with second-order accuracy, but he provided computational results only for a 1 ; D version
of his method. Arbogast, et al., [6] have recently developed a cell-centered expanded
mixed nite-element method for solving the tensor di usion equation on general meshes
(including hexahedral meshes.) Their method has only cell-center intensity unknowns if
both the mesh and the di usion tensor are smooth, but additional face-center intensities
are required wherever the mesh or the di usion tensor is non-smooth. The coecient
matrix generated by their method is always symmetric positive de nite (SPD). The method
of Arbogast, et al., actually shares some of the best properties of the standard mixed
nite-element method and the hybrid mixed nite-element method. Standard mixed niteelement di usion methods have only cell-center intensities, but this is achieved at the
cost of solving a computationally expensive saddle-point linear system. The saddle-point
system can be avoided by using the hybrid mixed nite-element approach, which generates
a symmetric positive-de nite coecient matrix at the expense of additional face-center
unknowns. The method of Arbogast, et al., yields an SPD coecient matrix like the mixed
hybrid method but can sometimes require far fewer unknowns. Athough they proved several
convergence theorems for their hexahedral-mesh method, they had to assume certain mesh
smoothness properties. Furthermore, Arbogast, et al., provided computational results only
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for a 2-D version of their method.
Our local support-operators method is similar to hybrid mixed nite-element methods
in that it is cell-centered, it has both cell-center and cell-face intensities, and it produces
a coecient matrix that is symmetric positive-de nite. However, our scheme is fundamentally a nite-volume technique since basis functions never appear in our formalism.
Nonetheless, a strong connection does exist between our method and hybrid mixed niteelement methods. This connection arises from the fact that the integral identity that is
the basis of the support operators method is in fact a weak form of Eq. (2). Hybrid mixed
nite-element methods satisfy a weak form of Eq. (2) on speci c nite-dimensional function
spaces, whereas the support-operators solution satis es a weak form of Eq. (2) in a purely
discrete sense. The global support operators method has recently been reformulated to
include the use of vector basis functions on general quadrilateral meshes [7]. The basisfunction version of the method recovers the nite-di erence version when exact integration
is replaced with certain approximate quadratures. The basis-function formulation appears
to be about three times more accurate than the nite-di erence formulation but both formulations exhibit the same order of convergence. Because of the complexity of the 2-D
vector basis functions, the authors of [7] conclude that the improvement in accuracy does
not justify the added complexity of the basis-function support operators method. We feel
that our local support-operators method for general hexahedral meshes is much simpler
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than hybrid mixed nite-element methods precisely because the vector basis functions for
hexahedral meshes are extremely complicated [6]. More importantly, our local supportoperators method converges on non-smooth hexahedral meshes, but we have not been able
to identify any hybrid mixed nite-element methods that have been shown to converge on
such meshes.
To summarize, the following combination of characteristics appear to be unique to our
support-operators di usion discretization scheme:

 It is a cell-centered discretization for arbitrary hexahedral meshes.
 It gives second-order convergence of the intensity on both smooth and non-smooth
meshes both with and without material discontinuities.

 It generates a sparse SPD coecient matrix.
 It is equivalent to the standard 7-point cell-center di usion discretization scheme [8]
when the mesh is orthogonal.
We stress that some of the latest hybrid nite-element methods for hexahedral meshes
require a certain degree of mesh smoothness for convergence [6], whereas our method converges on non-smooth grids. Thus our method clearly represents a valuable alternative to
hybrid mixed nite-element methods.
9

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We rst explain the central theme
of our local support-operators method, and apply it to an arbitrary hexahedral mesh in
Cartesian geometry. We next describe an approximate version of our scheme that we use
as a preconditioner in conjunction with a conjugate-gradient solution techique [9]. Finally,
computational results are given, followed by a summary and recommendations for future
work.

2 The Support-Operators Method
In this section we describe the support-operators method. It is convenient at this point
;!

to de ne a ux operator given by ;D r . The di usion operator of interest is given by
;!

;!

the product of the divergence operator and the ux operator: ; r D r . The supportoperators method is based upon the following three facts:

 Given appropriately de ned scalar and vector inner products, the divergence and ux
operators are adjoint to one another.

 The adjoint of an operator varies with the de nition of its associated inner products,
but is unique for xed inner products.

 The product of an operator and its adjoint is a self-adjoint positive-de nite operator.
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The mathematical details relating to these facts are given in [10]. As explained in [10], the
adjoint relationship between the ux and divergence operators is embodied in the following
integral identity:
I

Z

;! ;!

;!
n dA ; D;1 ;!



D
H
H
r  dV =
@V
V

Z

;! ;!

r  H dV
V

;

(4)

;!

where  is an arbitrary scalar function, H is an arbitrary vector function, V denotes a

n denotes the outward-directed unit normal associated
volume, @V denotes its surface, and ;!
with that surface. This identity can be derived from the following di erential identity [11]:
;!  ;!

;! ;! ;! ;!
r H =  rH + H  r ;

(5)

and the divergence theorem [11]:
Z ;! ;!
r  H dV
V

=

Z

@V

;! ;!

F  n dA

:

(6)

Our support-operators method can be conceptually described in the simplest terms as
follows:
1. De ne discrete scalar and vector spaces to be used in a discretization of Eq. (4).
2. Fully discretize all but the ux operator in Eq. (4) over a single arbitrary cell. The
ux operator is left in the general form of a discrete vector as de ned in Step 1.
3. Solve for the discrete ux operator (i.e., for its vector components) on a single arbitrary cell by requiring that the discrete version of Eq. (4) hold for all elements of the
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vector space de ned in Step 1.
4. Combine the ux operator with the balance equation to obtain a discretization of
Eq. (1) on a single mesh cell. This provides an equation for each cell-center intensity.
5. Connect adjacent mesh cells in such a way as to ensure that Eq. (4) is satis ed over the
whole grid. This simply amounts to enforcing continuity of intensity and continuity
of the normal ux component at the cell interfaces. Because each cell face on the
mesh interior is shared by two cells, there are initially two distinct intensities at the
center of each of these faces. The continuity of intensity condition reduces each such
pair of intensities to a single intensity. The continuity of ux condition provides an
equation for each of the face-center intensities on the mesh interior.
6. Use the analytic boundary conditions to obtain an expression for a \boundary normal
ux component" for each cell face on the mesh boundary. Equate this \boundary
normal ux component" to the normal ux component obtained via the ux operator
on each boundary cell face. This provides an equation for each face-center intensity
on the outer mesh boundary, and completes the speci cation of the di usion matrix.
To make this process concrete, we next generate the di usion matrix for a hexahedral mesh in Cartesian geometry. To simplify the presentation, we assume a logicallyrectangular mesh. However, our discretization scheme can be used with unstructured
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meshes as well. The assumption of a logically-rectangular mesh merely simpli es our notation and mesh indexing. Our rst step is to de ne that indexing. For reasons explained
later, both global and local indices are used. Let us rst consider the global indices. The
cell centers carry integral global indices, e.g., (i; j; k); cell vertices carry half-integral global
indices, e.g., (i + 21 ; j + 12 ; k + 12 ); and face centers carry mixed global indices composed of
both integral and half-integral indices, e.g., (i + 21 ; j; k). The global indices for four of the
vertices associated with cell (i; j; k) are illustrated in Fig. 1.
Local indices allow us to uniquely de ne certain quantities that are associated with a
vertex or face center and a cell. For instance, the local indices for the six faces associated
with each cell are given by L, R, B, T, D, and U, which denote Left, Right, Bottom, Top,
Down, and Up respectively. This local face indexing is illustrated for cell (i; j; k) in Fig. 2
and Fig. 3 together with a mapping between the local indices and the corresponding global
indices. Note that the index i increases when moving from Left to Right, the index j
increases when moving from Bottom to Top, and the index k increases when moving from
the Down to Up. The local indices for the vertices follow directly from the face indices in
that each vertex is uniquely shared by three faces of the cell. Thus the vertex shared by
the Right, Top, and Up faces is denoted by the index RTU. This vertex is illustrated in
Fig. 4.
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The vector and matrix notation used from this point forward in this paper is as follows.
Each vector is denoted by an upper-case symbol and the components of that vector are
denoted by the corresponding lower-case symbol. An arrow is placed over the upper-case
symbol if the vector is physical, while a chevron is placed above the upper-case symbol if
the vector is algebraic. Each matrix is denoted by a bold-face upper-case symbol and the
elements of that matrix are denoted by the corresponding lower-case symbol.
The intensities (scalars) are de ned to exist at both cell center: Ci;j;k , and on the face
centers: Li;j;k , Ri;j;k , Bi;j;k , Ti;j;k , Di;j;k , Ui;j;k . As previously noted, the use of local indices
implies that a quantity is uniquely associated with a single cell. For instance, unless it is
otherwise stated, one should assume that Ri;j;k 6= Li+1;j;k .
L ,
Vectors are de ned in terms of face-area components located at the face centers: fi;j;k

;!

R , f B , f T ,f D , f U , where f L denotes the dot product of F with the outwardfi;j;k
i;j;k i;j;k i;j;k i;j;k
i;j;k

directed area vector located at the center of the left face of cell i; j; k. The other face-area
components are de ned analogously. The area vector is de ned as the integral of the
outward-directed unit normal vector over the face, i.e.,
;!

A=

I

;!

n dA
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;

(7)

n is a unit vector that is normal to the face at each point on the face. The average
where ;!
outward-directed unit normal vector for the face is de ned as follows:
;!

A
n = ;!
kAk

D;!E

;!

;

(8)
;!

where k A k denotes the magnitude (standard Euclidian norm) of A . Equation (8) can be
used to convert face-area ux components to face-normal components if desired, e.g.
;! D;!E

F n

=
;!

;!

A
= F  ;!
;!

;

kAk

f
kAk
;!

:

(9)

Note that k A k is equal to the face area only when the face is at. Interestingly, the true
face areas never arise in our discretization scheme. Since it takes three components to
;!LBD

de ne a full vector, the full vectors are considered to be located at the cell vertices: F i;j;k ,
;!RBD ;!LTD ;!RTD ;!LBU ;!RBU ;!LTU ;!RTU
F i;j;k , F i;j;k , F i;j;k , F i;j;k , F i;j;k , F i;j;k , F i;j;k .

Each vertex vector is constructed

using the face-area components and area vectors associated with the three faces that share
that vertex. For instance,
;!LBD
F i;j;k =

;!B ;!D 
L
f A A
;!L ;!B ;!D 

A  A A

+

;!D ;!L 
;!L ;!B 
B
D
f A A
f A A


+
;!L ;!D ;!L
;!D ;!L ;!B 

A  A A

A  A A

: (10)

It is convenient for our purposes to de ne an algebraic vector, F^ , consisting of the three
;!

face-area components associated with the physical vector, F , e.g.,


L ; fB ; fD
F^LBD = fi;j;k
i;j;k i;j;k
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t

;

(11)

where a superscript \t" denotes \transpose." The three face-area components associated
with the Right-Top-Up vertex are illustrated in Fig. 5. The other vertex vectors are de ned
in analogy with Eqs. (10) and (11).
The next step in our support-operators method is to discretize Eq. (4) over a single
arbitrary cell in a particular manner. Speci cally, we explicitly discretize all but the ux
operator, which is expressed in an implicit form consistent with our choice of discrete vector
unknowns. We assume indices of i; j; k for the arbitrary cell, but suppress these indices
whenever possible in the discrete approximation to Eq. (4) that follows. We rst discretize
the surface integral:
I

;!

;!
n dA 


H
@V

LhL + RhR + B hB + T hT + D hD + U hU :

(12)

Next we approximate the ux volumetric integral:
Z

;!
;1 ;!
;
D

D
H
r  dV 
V

 ;!LBD ;!LBD 
;1
D H F
V LBD

;!LTD ;!LTD 
;1
D H F
V LTD
;!LBU ;!LBU 
;1
D H F
V LBU
 ;!LTU ;!LTU 
;1
D H F
V LTU

+
+
+
+

;!RBD ;!RBD 
;1
D H F
V RBD
;!RTD ;!RTD 
;1
D H F
V RTD
;!RBU ;!RBU 
;1
D H F
V RBU
;!RTU ;!RTU 
;1
D H F
V RTU
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;

(13)

;!LBD

where F

;!

denotes ;D r  at the Left-Bottom-Down vertex, and V LBD denotes the vol-

umetric weight associated with the Left-Bottom-Down vertex. The remaining ux vectors
and vertex volumetric weights are analogously indexed. The choice of weights is one of
the many free parameters in the support-operators method. We have investigated several
di erent choices for the vertex volumetric weights. Speci cally:
1. Each vertex weight can is given by one-eighth the triple product associated with the
vertex. For instance, using the local vertex indexing shown in Fig. 2, the volumetric
weight for the Left-Bottom-Down vertex is given by

V LBD = 81 R 1;2  R 1;3  R 1;4
;!

;!

;!

;

(14)

;!

where R i;j denotes the vector from vertex i to vertex j . Note that these vertex
weights do not sum to the total volume of the hexahedron unless the hexahedron is
a parallelepiped. We refer to these weights as the triple-product weights.
2. The weights given in Eq. (14) are normalized, i.e., multiplied by a single constant, so
that they sum to the exact cell volume. We refer to these weights as the normalized
triple product weights.
3. Each vertex weight is set equal to the volume of an associated sub-hexahedron. The
sub-hexahedra are obtained by using four straight lines to connect each face center
with the four edge centers adjacent to it, and by using six straight lines to connect
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the cell-center with the six face centers. A sub-hexahedron is illustrated in Fig. 6.
Although it may not be obvious, each outer face of each sub-hexahedron coincides
with a face of the hexahedron. Thus the volumes of the sub-hexahedra always sum
to the total hexahedron volume. This is perhaps the most natural choice for the
volumetric weights. We refer to these weights as the sub-hexagon weights.
4. Each vertex weight is set to one-eighth of the total hexahedron volume. We refer to
these weights as the one-eighth weights.
Computational tesing indicates that the sub-hexagon and one-eighth weights are decidedly
inferior to the triple-product and normalized triple-product weights. In particular, the
triple-product and normalized triple-product weights both yield a second-order-accurate
di usion discretization, whereas the sub-hexagon and one-eighth weights yield a rst-order
accurate di usion discretization. Although they both give second-order accuracy, the normalized triple-product weights seem to be slightly more accurate than the triple product
weights. Thus we use the normalized triple-product weights.
One can evaluate the dot products in Eq. (13) using Eq. (10), but we nd it better for
our purposes to evaluate them with the algebraic face-area ux vectors de ned by Eq. (11).
This is achieved by rst transforming the face-area vectors to Cartesian vectors and then
taking the dot product. Rather than explicitly de ne the matrix that transforms face-area
vectors to Cartesian vectors, we explicitly de ne its inverse. The desired transformation
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matrix can then be obtained by either algebraic or numerical inversion. For instance, let
us consider the Left-Bottom-Down vertex vectors. We denote the matrix that transforms
face-area vectors to Cartesian vectors as ALBD. Its inverse is the matrix that transforms
Cartesian vectors to face-area vectors:
h

i

;!LBD

H^ LBD = ALBD ;1 H

;

(15)

where H^ denotes a Left-Bottom-Down face-area ux vector,


H^ = hL; hB ; hD

t

;

(16)

;!

and H denotes a Left-Bottom-Down Cartesian ux vector,
;!

H = (hx; hy ; hz )t

and

2
6
6
h
i;1 6
6
LBD
= 66
6
6
4

A

aLx aLy aLz
aBx aBy aBz
aDx aDy aDz

;

(17)
3
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
5

;

(18)

where aLx denotes the x-component of the area vector associated with the left face. The
remaining components of the matrix are de ned analogously. Transforming the face-area
vector for the Left-Bottom-Down vetex, we obtain:
;!LBD ;!LBD

H

F

=

AH^ LBD  ALBD F^ LBD ;

= H^ LBD  SLBDF^ LBD
19

;

(19)

where
h

i

SLBD = ALBD t ALBD :

(20)

Following Eq. (20), We now rewrite Eq. (13) in terms of face-area vectors as follows:




D;1 H^ LBD  SLBD F^ LBD V LBD + D;1 H^ RBD  SRBD F^ RBD V RBD




D;1 H^ LTD  SLTDF^ LTD V LTD + D;1 H^ RTD  SRTDF^ RTD V RTD




D;1 H^ LBU  SLBU F^ LBU V LBU + D;1 H^ RBU  SRBU F^ RBU V RBU




D;1 H^ LTU  SLTU F^ LTU V LTU + D;1 H^ RTU  SLTU F^ RTU V RTU

:

(21)

Although we assume a single di usion coecient in each cell in this paper, we note that
our scheme can accomodate a di erent di usion coe cient for each vertex. In particular,
Eq. (21) becomes




DLBD ;1 H^ LBD  SLBD F^ LBD V LBD + DRBD ;1 H^ RBD  SRBDF^ RBD V RBD




DLTD ;1 H^ LTD  SLTDF^ LTD V LTD + DRTD ;1 H^ RTD  SRTDF^ RTD V RTD




DLBU ;1 H^ LBU  SLBU F^ LBU V LBU + DRBU ;1 H^ RBU  SRBU F^ RBU V RBU




DLTU ;1 H^ LTU  SLTU F^ LTU V LTU + DRTU ;1 H^ RTU  SLTU F^ RTU V RTU ; (22)

Although we assume a scalar di usion coecient in this paper, we note that our scheme can
accomodate a tensor di usion coecient. Speci cally, with a tensor di usion coecient at
20

each vertex, Eq. (21) becomes






























H^ LBD  GLBDF^ LBD V LBD + H^ RBD  GRBDF^ RBD V RBD
H^ LTD  GLTDF^ LTD V LTD + H^ RTD  GRTD F^ RTD V RTD

H^ LBU  GLBU F^ LBU V LBU + H^ RBU  GRBU F^ RBU V RBU



H^ LTU  GLTU F^ LTU V LTU + H^ RTU  GLTU F^ RTU V RTU

;

(23)

where
h

i h

i

GLBD = ALBD t DLBD ;1 ALBD ;

(24)

and DLBD is the Left-Bottom-Down di usion tensor in the Cartesian basis. The remaining

G-matrices are de ned analogously. The di usion tensor must be symmetric positivede nite to ensure that its inverse exists and that the coecient matrix for our di usion
scheme is symmetric positive-de nite.
Finally, we approximate the divergence volumetric integral:
Z

;! ;!

h

C hL + hR + hB + hT + hD + hU


dV


r
H
V

i

:

(25)

Equations (12), (21), and (25) are certainly not unique, but they are fairly straightforward. For instance, Eq. (12) represents a face-centered second-order approximation to
a surface integral. Equation (21) represents a vertex-based volumetric integral consisting
of a dot-product contribution from each pair of vertex vectors. Equation (25) is a particularly simple second-order approximation which gives all of the weight to the cell-center
21

;! ;!

value of  while using a surface-integral formulation for r  H that is analogous to the
surface-integral used in Eq. (12).
Substituting from Eqs. (12), (21), and (25) into Eq. (4), we obtain the discrete version
of Eq. (4):

LhL + RhR + B hB + T hT + D hD + U hU +




D;1 H^ LBD  SLBDF^ LBD V LBD + D;1 H^ RBD  SRBDF^ RBD V RBD+

D;1









;!RTD
H^ LTD  SLTD F^ LTD V LTD + D;1 H ; SRTDF^ RTD V RTD +





D;1 H^ LBU  SLBU F^ LBU V LBU + D;1 H^ RBU  SRBU F^ RBU V RBU +




D;1 H^ LTU  SLTU F^ LTU V LTU + D;1 H^ RTU  SLTU F^ RTU V RTU =
h

C hL + hR + hB + hT + hD + hU

i

: (26)

Note that Eq. (26) de nes the discrete inner products, discussed in Reference 8, that
are associated with the adjoint relationship between the divergence and gradient operators.
We can now use this relationship to solve for the ux operator components by requiring
that the resulting discretized identity hold for all discrete H^ values. In particular, the
;!

equation for the face-area component of F on any given cell face is obtained from Eq. (26)
;!

simply by setting the same face-area component of H on that face to unity and setting
;!

the remaining face-area components of H on all the other faces to zero. For instance, we
obtain the equation for f L from Eq. (26) by setting hL to unity and all the other face-area
22

;!

components of H , i.e., hR, hB , hT , hD , hU , to zero:
















L
LBD B
LBD D LBD
L+ D;1 sLBD
L;L f + sL;B f + sL;D f V
L
LTD T
LTD D LTD
+ D;1 sLTD
L;L f + sL;T f + sL;D f V
L
LBU B
LBU U
LBU
+ D;1 sLBU
L;L f + sL;B f + sL;U f V
L
LTU T
LTU U
LTU = C
+ D;1 sLTU
L;L f + sL;T f + sL;U f V

;

(27)

LBD de ned by Eq. (20), and the
where sLBD
L;L denotes the (L; L) element of the matrix S

remaining S-matrix elements are de ned analogously.
The equations for the face-area ux components, i.e., Eq. (27) and its analogues for the
Right, Bottom/Top, and Down/Up faces, can be expressed in matrix form as follows:

W;1F^ = ^ ;

(28)

where


F^ = f L; f R; f B ; f T ; f D ; f U

t

;

(29)

and


^ = C ; L; C ; R; C ; B ; C ; T ; C ; D ; C ; U

t

:

(30)

To obtain a matrix that gives the face-center components of the ux operator in terms
of the face-center and cell-center intensities, one need simply invert the 6  6 matrix in
Eq. (28):

F^ = W^ :
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(31)

Since it is not practical to perform this inversion algebraically, we perform it numerically.
Thus we cannot give an explicit expression for the matrix W. Nonetheless, it can be shown
that it is an SPD matrix (see the Appendix.) In addition, if we assume an orthogonal mesh,

W becomes diagonal and can be trivially inverted. For instance, under this assumption,
Eq. (27) becomes:

L + D;1 (yz);2 f L x2yz = C

;

(32)

where we have also assumed that the indices i, j , k, correspond to the spatial coordinates

x, y, z, respectively. Solving Eq. (32) for f L , we obtain
2D L ; C  yz
fL = ;
x

;

(33)

which is exact for  linearly-dependent upon x.
Having derived Eq. (31), we can construct the discrete equation for the cell-center
intensity in every cell. Each such equation represents a discretization of Eq. (3), i.e., a
balance equation for the cell. Furthermore, each balance equation uses a discretization for
the divergence of the ux that is identical to that used in Eq. (26). In some sense, this
is the point at which we obtain a di usion operator by combining our discrete divergence
and ux operators. Speci cally, the equation for C is:

f L + f R + f B + f T + f D + f U = QC V
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;

(34)

where V denotes the total volume of the cell, the face-area ux components are expressed
in terms of the intensities via Eq. (31), and QC denotes the source or driving function
evaluated at cell-center. Equation (34) contains all of the intensities in cell (i; j; k). Thus
it has a 7-point stencil.
Now that we have de ned the equations for the cell-center intensities, we must next
de ne equations for the face-center intensities. Our local indexing scheme admits two intensities and two face-area ux components at each face on the mesh interior. In particular,
there is one intensity and one ux component from each of the cells that share a face. For
instance, the cell face with global index (i + 21 ; j; k) is associated with the two intensities,
R and f L
Ri;j;k and Li+1;j;k , and the two face-area ux components, fi;j;k
i+1;j;k . We previously

obtained the ux components in terms of the intensities by forcing Eq. (26), a discrete
version of Eq. (4), to be satis ed on each individual cell for all discrete scalars and vectors.
We now obtain equations for the interior-mesh face-center intensities by requiring that this
identity be satis ed over the entire mesh for all discrete scalars and vectors.
When Eq. (26) is summed over the entire mesh, the two volumetric integrals are naturally approximated in terms of a sum of contributions from each individual cell. However,
a valid approximation for the the surface integral in Eq. (26) will occur if and only if contributions to the surface integral from each individual cell cancel at all interior faces, thereby
resulting in an approximate integral over the outer surface of the mesh. By inspection of
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Eq. (26) it can be seen that this will be achieved by requiring both continuity of the intensity and continuity of the face-area ux component at each interior cell face. In particular,
we require that

Ri;j;k = Li+1;j;k  i+ 12 ;j;k

;

(35)

Ti;j;k = Bi;j+1;k  i;j+ 12 ;k

;

(36)

Ui;j;k = Di;j;k+1  i;j;k+ 12

;

(37)

R + fL
fi;j;k
i+1;j;k = 0

;

(38)

T + fB
fi;j;k
i;j +1;k = 0

;

(39)

U + fD
fi;j;k
i;j;k+1 = 0

;

(40)

where the indices in Eqs. (35) through (40) take on all values associated with interior cell
faces, and the ux components in Eqs. (38) through (40) are expressed in terms of intensities
via Eq. (31). One would expect that the continuity of the face-area ux components
expressed by Eqs. (38) through (40) would require that the di erence of the components
be zero rather than the sum of the components. However, one must remember that each
of the components is de ned with respect to an area vector that is equal in magnitude but
opposite in direction to that of the other component.
Equations (35) through (37) establish that there is only one intensity unknown associated with each interior-mesh cell face. Thus, as shown in Eqs. (35) through (37), each
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such intensity can be uniquely referred to using a global mesh index. The equations for
these intensities are given by Eqs. (38) through (40). For instance, Eq. (38) is the equation
for i+ 12 ;j;k . In general, Eq. (38) contains only and all of the intensities in cells (i; j; k) and
(i + 1; j; k). Thus it has a 13-point stencil. The only intensity shared by these two cells is

i+ 21 ;j;k . Thus in a certain sense it can be said that i+ 21 ;j;k is \chosen" to obtain continuity
of the face-area ux components on cell-face (i + 21 ; j; k). The properties of Eqs. (39) and
(40) are completely analogous to those of Eq. (38).
If the mesh is orthogonal, Eqs. (38) through (40) simplify to such an extent that they
relate each interior-mesh face-center intensity to the two cell-center intensities adjacent to
it. This enables the face-center intensities to be explicitly eliminated, resulting in the standard 7-point cell-centered di usion discretization that is both SPD and monotone (having
strictly positive diagonal elements and strictly non-positive o -diagonal elements.) This
is completely analogous to the 2-D case discussed in detail in [2]. However, if the mesh
is non-orthogonal, the face-center intensities cannot be eliminated, and Eqs. (38) through
(40) must be included in the di usion matrix. In this case, these equations must be reversed
in sign to obtain a symmetric di usion matrix:
R ; fL
;fi;j;k
i+1;j;k = 0 ;

(41)

T ; fB
;fi;j;k
i;j +1;k = 0 ;

(42)

U ; fD
;fi;j;k
i;j;k+1 = 0 :

(43)
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Having de ned the equations for the cell-center and interior-mesh face-center intensities,
we need only de ne the equations for the face-center intensities on the outer mesh boundary
to complete the speci cation of our di usion discretization scheme. Cell faces on the outer
boundary are associated with only one cell. Thus there is only one face-center intensity
and one face-area ux component associated with each such face. The equation for each
boundary intensity is very similar to that for each interior-mesh face-center intensity in
that it expresses a continuity of the face-normal ux component. The only di erence in
the boundary equations is that the analytic boundary condition for the di usion equation
is used to de ne a \ghost-cell" face-normal ux component that must be equated to the
standard face-normal ux component de ned by Eq. (31). A ghost cell is a non-existent
mesh cell that represents a continuation of the mesh across the outer mesh boundary. For
instance, assuming that the left face of cell 1; j; k is on the outer boundary of the mesh and
its remaining faces are on the interior of the mesh, the ghost cell \adjacent" to cell 1; j; k
carries the indices 0; j; k.
The analytic di usion boundary condition of interest to us is the so-called \extrapolated" boundary condition. This condition is of the mixed or Robin type and can be
expressed as follows:
;!

n = e
 + de r   ;!
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;

(44)

where de is called the extrapolation distance, e is called the extrapolated intensity (a

n denotes an outward-directed unit normal vector. Equation (44)
speci ed function), and ;!
is satis ed at each point on the outer surface of the problem domain. Of course, the values
of the parameters, de and e, may change as a function of position. One obtains a vacuum
boundary condition when e = 0, a source condition when e is non-zero, and a re ective
(Neumann) condition when e = . The extrapolated boundary condition is said to be a
Marshak condition whenever de = 2D.
We begin the derivation of the ghost-cell face-area ux component by substituting from
Eq. (2) into Eq. (44):
;!g

e g ;!
 ; dD ;!
F  n = e

;

(45)

where F is the ux vector associated with a ghost cell. Next we recognize that the
outward-directed unit normal vector for a ghost-cell must be identical to an inward-directed
unit normal vector on the outer surface of the problem domain. Thus
;!g

n = ;;!
n

;

(46)

n g denotes a ghost-cell outward-directed unit normal vector. Substituting from
where ;!
Eq. (46) into Eq. (45), we obtain:
e ;!g
n g = e
 + dD F  ;!
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;

(47)

Next we solve Eq. (47) for the outward-directed ux component associated with a ghost
cell:

D
(48)
F  n = de (e ; ) :
Now let us assume that the left face of cell 1; j; k is on the outer boundary of the mesh
;!g ;!g

with its remaining faces on the mesh interior. The ghost cell whose right face is identical
to the left face of cell 1; j; k carries the indices 0; j; k. The intensity on the left face of cell
(1; j; k) is  21 ;j;k and the face-area ux component on that face is f1L;j;k . Evaluating Eq. (48)
at the center of face ( 12 ; j; k) and multiplying the resulting expression by the magnitude
of the outward-directed area-vector on that face associated with cell 1; j; k, we obtain the
desired expression for the ghost-cell face-area ux component:

 ;!L
f0R;j;k = ; Dde1;j;k  12 ;j;k ; e0;j;k k A 1;j;k k

0;j;k

;

(49)

where the extrapolated intensity and the extrapolation distance are assumed to carry the
ghost-cell index.
We next obtain the equation for  21 ;j;k by requiring that the Right and Left face-area
ux components for cells (0; j; k) and (1; j; k), respectively, sum to zero:

;f0R;j;k ; f1L;j;k = 0 :

(50)

Note that Eq. (50) is identical to Eq. (41) with the latter equation evaluated at i = 0. Thus
Eqs. (41) through (43) provide all face-center intensity equations with the caveat that when
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an intensity is on the outer mesh boundary, the associated ghost-cell ux component must
be de ned via the boundary condition rather than Eq. (31). Note that Eq. (50) couples
all of the intensities within a cell and therefore has a 7-point stencil. This completes the
speci cation of our di usion discretization scheme.
To summarize,

 The face-area ux components for each cell are expressed in terms of the intensities
within that cell via Eq. (31).

 The discrete equation for each cell-centered intensity is given in Eq. (34).
 The equations for the interior-mesh face-centered intensities are given in Eqs. (41)
through (43).

 The equation for a face-center intensity on the outer mesh boundary is given by
Eqs. (49) and (50) when the boundary face is the Left face of a cell. Analogous
equations for the other ve cases are easily derived using Eqs. (41) through (43) and
Eq. (49).
We have already shown that our di usion matrix is sparse. It is also symmetric positivede nite. We demonstrate this latter property in the Appendix. If the mesh is orthogonal,
the W-matrices, de ned by Eq. (31), become diagonal, and the face-center intensities can
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be locally eliminated from the cell-center/face-center system. This results in a pure cellcenter di usion discretization that is identical to the standard 7-point cell-center di usion
discretization scheme [8]. In the next section we describe a preconditioner that exploits
the fact that the face-center intensities can be locally eliminated when the W-matrices are
diagonal.

3 Solution of the Equations
We use a preconditioned conjugate-gradient method [9] to solve our discretized di usion
equations. The preconditioner is completely analogous to that used for the 2-D local
support-operators scheme [2]. It is obtained simply by setting the o -diagonal elements
of the S-matrices, de ned by Eq. (20), to zero. This causes the W-matrices, de ned by
Eq. (31), to be diagonal and e ects a huge simpli cation in the algebraic structure of the
intensity equations. In particular, this makes it possible to locally eliminate the face-center
intensities from the cell-center/face-center system, resulting in a pure cell-center di usion
discretization that is both SPD and monotone. For instance, if we set the o -diagonal
elements of the S-matrices to zero, Eq. (27) and its analogue for f R yield:


fiL+1;j;k = ; 2DLi+1;j;k i+ 12 ;j;k ; i+1;j;k

i+1;j;k
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;

(51)

and



R = ; 2Di;j;k  1 ; 
fi;j;k
i;j;k
i+ 2 ;j;k
R

i;j;k

;

(52)

respectively, where
h

LBD + sLTD V LTD + sLBU V LBU + sLTU V LTU
Li+1;j;k = 2 sLBD
L;L V
L;L
L;L
L;L

i

i+1;j;k
h
i
RBD + sRTD V RTD + sRBU V RBU + sRTU V RTU
Ri;j;k = 2 sRBD
R;R V
R;R
R;R
R;R
i;j;k

;

(53)

:

(54)

Substituting from Eqs. (51) and (52), into Eq. (41), we get the equation for i+ 21 ;j;k :








2Di;j;k i+ 12 ;j;k ; i;j;k 2Di+1;j;k i+ 12 ;j;k ; i+1;j;k
+
=0
Ri;j;k
Li+1;j;k

Solving Eq. (55) for i+ 21 ;j;k , we get:
i;j;k
i+ 12 ;j;k = i;j;k D
+ i+1;j;k DiL+1;j;k
R



!,

Ri;j;k

i+1;j;k

i;j;k

Di;j;k + Di+1;j;k

;
!

(55)

:

Li+1;j;k

(56)

Thus we see from Eq. (56) that neglecting the o -diagonal elements of the S-matrices makes
each interior-mesh face-center intensity a weighted-average of the two cell-center intensities
adjacent to it. Substituting from Eq. (56) into Eqs. (51) and (52) we nd that the facearea uxes on the right and left faces of cells (i; j; k) and (i + 1; j; k), respectively, can be
expressed in terms of a di erence between the cell-center intensities in those two cells:

Di+ 12 ;j;k
R = ;f L
fi;j;k
=
;
(i+1;j;k ; i;j;k )
i+1;j;k
 1
i+ 2 ;j;k

where

Di+ 12 ;j;k =

"

Ri;j;k

Li+1;j;k

Di;j;k + Di+1;j;k

!, 
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Ri;j;k + Li+1;j;k

;
#;1

(57)

;

(58)

and

Ri;j;k + Li+1;j;k
2

i+ 21 ;j;k =

:

(59)

Thus each interior-mesh face-area ux can be expressed in terms of a di erence between
the two adjacent cell-center intensities. Substituting from Eq. (57) (and its analogues for
the other face-area uxes) into the balance equation, Eq. (34), we obtain a 7-point cellcenter di usion discretization for each cell on the mesh interior. In particular, the balance
equation for cell (i; j; k) (and the equation for i;j;k ) is

D

; i+

1
2

;j;k

i+ 12 ;j;k

D

D

(i+1;j;k ; i;j;k ) + i; 21 ;j;k (i;j;k ; i;1;j;k )
1

i; 2 ;j;k

D

D

; i;j+ ;k (i;j+1;k ; i;j;k ) + i;j; ;k (i;j;k ; i;j;1;k ) ; i;j;k+ (i;j;k+1 ; i;j;k ) +
1
2

i;j + 21 ;k

Di;j;k; 12

1
2

i;j ; 12 ;k

1
2

i;j;k+ 12

i;j;k; 12 (i;j;k ; i;j;k;1) = Qi;j;kVi;j;k

:

(60)

To obtain the analogue of Eq. (57) for a cell face on the outer mesh boundary, we again
consider a cell (1; j; k), whose left face is on the boundary with its other faces in the mesh
interior. Substituting from Eqs. (49) and (51) into Eq. (50), we obtain the equation for

 21 ;j;k :

2D1;j;k  1 ; e  + 2D1;j;k  1 ;   = 0
R0;j;k 2 ;j;k 0;j;k
L1;j;k 2 ;j;k 1;j;k

where
R0;j;k

=

2de0;j;k
L

k;!
A 1;j;kk
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:

;

(61)

(62)

Solving Eq. (61) for  21 ;j;k . we get

 12 ;j;k =

D1;j;k
e0;j;k 
R
0;j;k

D1;j;k

+ 1;j;k L

1;j;k

!,

D1;j;k + D1;j;k
R0;j;k

L1;j;k

!

:

(63)

Substituting from Eq. (63) into Eqs. (49) and (51), respectively, we obtain the desired
expression for the face-area ux component on a boundary face:


f0R;j;k = ;f1L;j;k = ; D11;j;k  12 ;j;k ; e0;j;k
2 ;j;k

;

(64)

where  12 ;j;k is given by Eq. (59) evaluated with i = 0 and Eq. (62). This completes the
derivation of the approximate cell-center di usion scheme used to precondition the full
cell-center/cell-edge scheme.
To summmarize:

 The preconditioning system is obtained simply by setting the o -diagonal elements
of the S-matrices to zero.

 Having diagonal S-matrices enables the face-center intensities to be locally eliminated,
resulting in a pure 7-point cell-center di usion discretization on the mesh interior
that is given by Eq. (60). Equations (57) and (64) together with their analogs for the
Bottom/Top and Down/Up face-area uxes are used in conjunction with the balance
equation to obtain the analogue of Eq. (60) for boundary cells.

 Once the reduced system has been solved for the cell-center intensities, the face-center
intensities can be directly calculated. In particular, Eq. (56) and its analogues for the
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Bottom/Top and Down/Up faces are used to calculate the face-center intensities on
the mesh interior, while Eq. (63) and its analogues for the Bottom/Top and Down/Up
faces are used to calculate the face-center intensities on the outer mesh boundary.
Since the S-matrices are rigorously diagonal when the mesh is orthogonal, it follows that
the preconditioning system is identical to the full cell-center/face-center system whenever
the mesh is orthogonal. Thus our preconditioner can be expected to be very e ective if
the mesh is not too skewed. Our preconditioning system costs much less to solve than the
full system because the coecient matrix of the reduced cell-center preconditioning system
has roughly one-fourth as many rows and one-sixth as many elements as the full cellcenter/face-center coecient matrix. Computational results presented in the next section
con rm this expectation.
When the 7-point system is used for preconditioning purposes, an inhomogeneous source
term (actually a residual) will generally appear in both the cell-center and face-center intensity equations. We did not include such a source in our derivation of the face-center
intensity equations because they do not appear in standard calculations. One must remember to include these sources before the face-center intensities are locally eliminated to
obtain the 7-point cell-center system. This matter is extensively discussed for the 2-D case
in [2].
It can be shown that the cell-center/face-center preconditioning system and the reduced
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cell-center system are both SPD and monotone. For instance, the demonstration of the
SPD property given in the Appendix for the full cell-center/face-center system also applies
to the preconditioner. Monotonicity is fairly easy to demonstrate once it is recognized that
the \-coecients" de ned by Eqs. (53), (54), (59), and (62) are always positive. This
follows from the structure of the S-matrices shown in Eq. (20).

4 Computational Results
In this section we perform three sets of calculations. The rst and second, sets demonstrate convergence properties of our method on both well-behaved non-smooth grids and
ill-behaved highly skewed non-smooth grids. All convergence studies were performed using
sequences of calculations on grids of the following sizes: 4  4, 8  8, 16  16, 32  32,
45  45, and 54  54. The third set of calculations demonstrates the e ectiveness of our
preconditioner as a function of mesh skewness. There are two types of meshes used in all
three sets of calculations: randomized, and Kershaw-squared. Every mesh geometrically
models a unit cube, and the outer surface of each mesh conforms exactly to the outer surface of that cube. Each randomized mesh is generated from an orthogonal mesh composed
of uniform cubic cells having a characteristic length, lc. In particular, each orthogonal-mesh
vertex is randomly and uniformly relocated within a sphere of radius r0, where r0 = 0:25lc,
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that is centered about the vertex. These randomized meshes are both non-smooth and
skewed, but these properties are approximately constant independent of the mesh size.
These meshes are intended to be representative of non-orthogonal meshes that are nonsmooth and skewed but relatively well-behaved. Any scheme that performs well on such
meshes should certainly be expected to perform well on smooth meshes. The exterior of the
randomized meshes are orthogonal because only the interior mesh points are randomized.
The interior of a cubic randomized mesh is illustrated in Fig. 7. The Kershaw-squared
meshes are a 3-D variation on the 2-D Kershaw meshes that rst appeared in [12]. The
exteriors of a 10  10  10 Kershaw-squared mesh and a 20  20  20 Kershaw-squared
mesh are illustrated in Figs. (8) and (9), respectively. The interior of the 20  20  20
Kershaw-squared mesh illustrated in Fig. 10. By comparing Figs. (8) and (9), it can be
seen that the Kershaw-squared meshes become increasingly non-smooth and skewed as the
mesh size (the number of mesh cells) is increased. Thus they are representative of severely
distorted and highly ill-behaved meshes, and they provide a severe test for hexahedral-mesh
discretization schemes.
We have performed test calculations using 3-D meshes for problems with either a 1D dependence or a full 3-D dependence. We make use of 1-D problems simply because
analytic benchmarks are far easier to obtain in 1-D and have often been used in the past
to test multidimensional di usion discretizations [2, 4, 10, 12]. It is important to recognize
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that the 3-D accuracy of our discretization is in fact being tested in problems with a 1-D
dependence because the randomized and Kershaw-squared meshes do not re ect the 1-D
symmetry of the solution.
We have computationally compared our support-operators method with another di usion discretization method, which we call the MH method [13]. This method represents a
generalization of the 2-D MDHW method [14] to 3-D hexahedral meshes. The MH method
is very similar to our support-operators method. It has the same set of discrete unknowns,
and the same discretization for the balance equation. The MH method di ers from our
method only in the computation of the uxes from the intensities. The main advantage
of the MH scheme relative to our support-operators scheme is that it exactly preserves
linear homogeneous solutions. This is a direct consequence of the fact that the MH ux
expression is exact for a linear intensity dependence. Another slight advantage is that the
MH face-center intensity equations have an 11-point stencil rather than the 13-point stencil
of our method. The main disadvantage of the MH method relative to our method is that
it generates a non-symmetric coecient matrix.
The problem associated with the rst set of calculations can be described as follows:
2 ;
;D(z) @
=
Qz
@z
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(65)

for z 2 [0; 1], where

D(z)

8
>
>
>
<
=>
>
>
:

D1

; for z 2 [0; 0:5];

D2

; for z 2 [0:5; 1];

(66)

with a re ective boundary condition at z = 0, a Marshak vacuum boundary condition
at z = 1, and where D1 = 301 , D2 = 13 , and Q = 1. We refer to this problem as the
two-material problem. This problem has a material discontinuity at x = 0:5. The exact
solution to the two-material problem is:
8
>
>
>
<
=>
>
>
:

a + b + c1 z 4

; for z 2 [0; 0:5];

a + c2 z 4

; for z 2 [0:5; 1:0];

(67)

where

a = Q(112+D8D2 )
2

(D2 ; D1)
; b = Q192
DD

; c1 = ; 12QD

1 2

1

; c2 = ; 12QD

2

:

(68)

This problem is solved in 3-D on a unit cube having the vacuum boundary condition
on one side of the cube together with re ecting conditions on the remaining ve sides.
We have performed several calculations for the two-material problem with randomized
meshes of various sizes using both our support-operators method and the MH method.
The material discontinuity was only approximately represented on the meshes used in
these calculations because all vertices on the mesh interior were randomized. The relative

L2 intensity error was computed for eachcalculation. This error is de ned as the L2 norm of
the di erence between the vector of exact cell-center intensities and the vector of computed
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cell-centerintensities divided by the L2 norm of the vector of exact cell-center intensities, i.e.,
.
k^exact ; ^computed k2 k^exactk2. The errors are plotted as a function of average cell length

in Fig. 11 for our support-operators method together with a linear t to the logarithm
of the error as a function of the logarithm of the average cell length. The slope of this
linear t is 1.98. Perfect second-order convergence corresponds to a slope of 2.0. Thus
our support operators di usion scheme converges with second-order accuracy for the twomaterial problem on randomized meshes. The errors for the MH scheme are given in Fig. 12
together with a linear t. The slope of the t is 1.96. Thus the MH method also converges
with second-order accuracy for the two-material problem on randomized meshes.
The problem associated with the second set of calculations has full 3-D dependence and
can be described as follows:
;!
;;!
r D r  = Q ;

(69)

r 2 [0; 1]  [0; 1]  [0; 1], with Marshak boundary conditions on every face having the
for ;!
following extrapolated intensities:

e(0; y; z) = e (1; y; z) = 6QD [y(1 ; y) + z(1 ; z)]

;

(70)

e(x; 0; z) = e (x; 1; z) = 6QD [x(1 ; x) + z(1 ; z)]

;

(71)

;

(72)

e (x; y; 0) = e(x; y; 1) = 6QD [x(1 ; x) + y(1 ; y)]
where D =

1
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and Q = 1. We refer to this problem as the 3-D problem. The solution to
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the 3-D problem is:

 = Q3 + 6QD [x(1 ; x) + y(1 ; y) + z(1 ; z)]

:

(73)

We have performed several calculations using both the support-operators and MH methods
for the 3-D problem with both randomized and Kershaw-squared meshes of various sizes.
The relative L2 intensity error was computed for each calculation. The errors are plotted
for the support-operators method on randomized meshes in Fig. 13 together with a linear
t to the data. The slope of the t is 1.97. Thus our support-operators method converges
with second-order accuracy for this problem. The errors are plotted for the MH method
on randomized meshes in Fig. 14 together with a linear t to the data. The slope of the t
is 2.0. Thus the MH scheme also converges with second-order accuracy for this problem.
The errors for the 3-D problem are given for both the support-operators method and the
MH method on Kershaw-squared meshes in Table I. There is too much noise in the data
to do a reliable linear t for either scheme. It is clear from the data in Table I that both
the support-operators and MH schemes are converging at a rate faster than rst-order, but
slower than second-order. Thus the convergence of both schemes is degraded on Kershawsquared meshes relative to the convergence obtained on randomized meshes. This is not
surprising since the Kershaw-squared meshes are extremely skewed and grow increasingly
skewed as the mesh is re ned, whereas the randomized meshes have a relatively xed level
of skewing.
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The problem associated with the third set of calculations can be described as follows:
2
;D @
@z = Qz ;

(74)

for z 2 [0; 1], with Marshak vacuum boundary conditions at z = 0 and z = 1, and where

D = 301 , and Q = 1. We refer to this problem as the homogeneous problem. The homogeneous problem is solved in 3-D on a unit cube by having the vacuum boundary conditions
on two opposing sides of the cube with re ecting conditions on the remaining four sides.
We have performed calculations for this problem using both random and Kershaw-squared
meshes in conjunction with two di erent solution techniques. The rst is to apply row
and column scaling to the coecient matrix and then solve the resulting system using
the conjugate-gradient method in conjunction with symmetric successive overrelaxation
(SSOR) for preconditioning. We refer to this as the one-level solution technique. The
second is to apply row and column scaling to the coecient matrix and then solve the
resulting system using the conjugate-gradient method in conjunction with the low-order
7-point cell-center di usion scheme for preconditioning. We refer to this as the two-level
solution technique. The low-order equations are solved by rst applying row and column
scaling to the low-order coecient matrix and then using the conjugate-gradient method in
conjunction with SSOR preconditioning. Note that the low-order system is solved once per
full-system conjugate gradient iteration. The total conjugate-gradient iterations required
for the full system, the maximum iterations required for the low-order system, and the
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total CPU time are given for each calculation in Table II. It can be seen from Table II
that the two-level solution technique takes 14 times fewer full-system iterations than the
one-level solution technique on the random mesh, but it takes only about 3.5 times fewer
full-system iterations on the Kershaw-squared mesh. This is expected since the low-order
scheme becomes increasingly inaccurate relative to the full scheme as the mesh becomes
increasingly skewed. Note that the two-level scheme is faster than the one-level scheme on
the random mesh, but it is slower than the one-level scheme on the Kershaw-squared mesh.
The decrease in CPU time for the two-level scheme will be very dependent upon the method
used to solve the low-order system. For instance, rather than solve the low-order system to
a high level of precision using a Krylov method, one might simply perform a xed number
of multigrid V-cycles. This would greatly reduce the cost of the preconditioning step and
thereby reduce the total CPU time as well. Such a strategy was employed with great benet in [2]. It is important to realize that the structure of the low-order cell-center system on
structured meshes is compatible with standard multigrid methods such as Dendy's method
[15], whereas the full system has a structure that is incompatible with standard methods.
Thus the low-order preconditioning approach enables highly ecient solution techniques
to be used in an indirect manner when they cannot be directly applied to the full system.
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5 Summary and Future Work
We have developed a cell-centered support-operators di usion discretization for arbitrary
hexahedral meshes with spatially-discontinuous di usion coecients that produces a sparse
symmetric positive-de nite coecient matrix and yields second-order convergence on nonsmooth randomized meshes. We believe that second-order convergence on non-smooth
randomized meshes implies second-order convergence on any type of \well-behaved" nonsmooth meshes, but without a rigorous mathematical proof of convergence, \well-behaved"
must remain a subjective concept. Our scheme properly treats material discontinuities in
that the normal component of the ux is continuous across such discontinuities and the
transverse component may be discontinuous. The main disadvantage of our method is
the need for face-center intensities in addition to cell-center intensities. This disadvantage
is mitigated by the use of a low-order di usion discretization as a preconditioner that
is symmetric positive-de nite and monotone, and has only cell-center intensities in the
coecient matrix. Our support-operators discretization is very similar to hybrid mixed
nite-element di usion discretizations. However, our approach does not require the use of
basis functions. Most importantly, current hybrid mixed nite-element methods appear
to require a certain degree of mesh smoothness to be convergent. For these reasons, we
feel that our method represents a valuable and unique alternative to existing di usion
discretization schemes for arbitrary hexahedral meshes.
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There are several possibilities for improving our method. One could certainly reduce
the size of the coecient matrix by locally eliminating the cell-center unknowns. However,
this elimination must be done computationally since the matrix elements for our method
have to be obtained computationally. Our method would probably best bene t from an
improved preconditioner for highly skewed meshes. There are several candidate schemes
that we intend to investigate in the future.

Appendix
The purpose of this appendix is to demonstrate that the coecient matrix for our supportoperators method is symmetric positive-de nite (SPD). This is achieved in the following
manner. First we demonstrate that the

W matrix is SPD. Next we show that the the

coecient matrix for a single-cell problem with re ective boundary conditions is ymmetric positive-semide nite (SPS) with a one-dimensional null space consisting of any set of
spatially-constant intensities. At this point the demonstration becomes perfectly analogous
to that given in [2] for the 2-D case. We conclude the 3-D demonstration by giving a brief
description of the nal steps. The full details of these steps are given in [2].
The following mathematical preliminaries are discussed in [9]. A matrix, B is symmetric
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if and only if

B = Bt :

(75)

A matrix, B, is SPD if and only if it is symmetric and it satis es

X^ t BX^ > 0

^
; for all vectors X:

(76)

A matrix, B, is SPS if and only if it is symmetric and it satis es

X^ tBX^  0

^
; for all vectors X:

(77)

Thus every SPD matrix is also SPS. Assume that a square matrix, B, can be expressed in
terms of a square matrix, K, as follows:

B = KtK :

(78)

Then if K is not invertible, B is SPS but not SPD, and if K is invertible, B is SPD.
We begin the overall demonstration by showing that the matrix given in Eq. (31), W,
is SPD. It suces to show that its inverse, explicitly given by Eq. (27) and its analogues, is
SPD. We begin the construction of W;1 by considering Eq. (26) and the S-matrices that
appear in it. Each of the S-matrices is a 3  3 matrix that is uniquely associated with a
vertex, and each of these matrices operates on a 3-vector composed of the face-area ux
components associated with that vertex. We now re-express these 3  3 matrices as 6  6
matrices by having them operate on a vector composed of all six face-area ux components
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associated with the cell. For instance, the matrix SLBD operates on the following vertex
face-area ux vector:


F^ LBD = f L; f B ; f D

t

:

(79)

We want to rede ne SLBD so that it operates on the global vector of ux components:


F^ = f L; f R; f B ; f T ; f D ; f U

t

:

(80)

This is easily accomplished via a 3  6 matrix that we denote as PLBD. In particular, the
6  6 version of SLBD is given by
LBD t SLBD PLBD ;
SLBD
66 = P

(81)

LBD
LBD
PLBD
L;L = PB;B = PD;D = 1 ;

(82)

where
and all other elements of PLBD are zero. The matrix SLBD
66 is explicitly given by
2
6
sL;L
6
6
6
6
6
0
6
6
6
6
6 sB;L
LBD t LBD LBD = 6
6
6
6
0
6
6
6
6
6
sD;L
6
6
6
4

P

S

P

0

0 sL;B 0 sL;D 0
0

0

0

0

0

0 sB;B 0 sB;D 0
0

0

0

0

0

0 sD;B 0 sD;D 0
0
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0

0

0

0

3
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
5

:

(83)

For the general case, the matrix

P is most easily de ned with respect to the matrix S

using numeric indices. To do this we simply number all vector components in the usual
sequential manner, e.g.,




f L; f B ; f D t ! (f1; f2; f3)t

;

(84)

and


t

f L; f R; f B ; f T ; f D ; f U ! (f1; f2; f3; f4; f5; f6)t

:

(85)

Using this numeric indexing, the matrix P is de ned for the general case as follows: If the

i'th component of the local vector F^ vertex associated with Svertex is the j 'th component of
the global vector F^ , then

pi;j = 1

;

(86)

pi;j = 0

:

(87)

otherwise

It is convenient at this point to assign the vertices with the indices LBD, RBD, LTD, RTD,
LBU, RBU, LTU, RTU, to the respective numeric indices 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8. This enables
us to re-express Eq. (26) as follows:

H^ t^ + D;1

8
X
n=1



Vn H^ t PtnSn Pn F^ = H^ t C ^1



;

(88)

where n is the numeric vertex index, and where
^1 = (1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1)t
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;

(89)



t



t

^ = L; R; B ; T ; D ; U

H^ = hL; hR; hB ; hT ; hD ; hU

;

(90)

:

(91)

Since Eq. (88) must hold for all possible H^ , it follows that
^ + D;1

" 8
X

n=1

#

P S P F^ = C ^1 :

Vn tn n n

(92)

Futher manipulating Eq. (92), we obtain
" 8
#
X
;1
t
D
Vn Pn SnPn F^
n=1

= ^

;

(93)

where ^ is de ned by Eq. (30). Comparing Eqs. (28) and (93) it follows that
" 8
#
X
;1
;1
t
W =D
Vn PnSn Pn
n=1

:

(94)

From Eq. (20) it follows that each 3  3 S-matrix is the product of a matrix A and its
transpose. Substituting from Eq. (20) into Eq. (94), we get,

W;1

=
=

" 8
#
X
;1
t
t
D
Vn Pn An AnPn
;
n=1
#
" 8
X
t
;1
Vn (An Pn ) (An Pn )
D
n=1

;

Since

 the matrix, (An Pn)t (An Pn ), must be SPS for each value of n,
 an SPS matrix multiplied by a positive scalar remains SPS,
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(95)

 the di usion coecient will always be positive,
 the vertex volumes will be positive with any reasonably well-formed mesh,
 the A-matrices will be invertible with any well-formed mesh,
 the P-matrices are not invertible,
it follows from Eq. (95) that Mn must be SPS but not SPD for each value of n, where

Mn = D;1 Vn (AnPn )t (An Pn ) :

(96)

Substituting from Eq. (96) into Eq. (95) we nd that W;1 is a sum of matrices with each
constituent matrix, Mn, being SPS:
8
X
;1
W = Mn
n=1

:

(97)

It is shown in [2] that if a matrix is a sum of SPS matrices, it is SPS, and its null space is the
intersection of the null spaces of the constituent matrices. From the de nitions of the Amatrices and the P-matrices (see Eqs. (18), (86), and (87)), it follows that each M-matrix
has a three-dimensional null space. For instance, the null space of M1 (corresponding to
the LBD corner) consists of any vector of the form


F^ = 0; f R; 0; f T ; 0; f U

t

;

(98)

where f R, f T , and f U are free to take on any values. There is no one face-area ux
component that is common to the null spaces of all eight M-matrices, so the intersection
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of their null spaces is the null set. This implies that W;1 has an empty null space. Since
it is also SPS, it follows that W;1 is SPD. Finally, if W;1 is SPD, then W must be SPD.
The next step in the demonstration is to construct the discrete di usion equations for
a single cell with re ective boundary conditions. Let us assume a solution vector, ^ , of
the form given in Eq. (90). In order to use numeric indices for the coecient matrix of the
single-cell system, we number this vector in the usual manner, i.e.,




L; R; B ; T ; D ; U ; C t ! (1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7)t

:

(99)

The rst 6 equations for a single cell are the equations for the face-center intensities.
For a re ective boundary condition, these equations simply state that the face-area ux
component on each face is zero. However, in analogy with Eqs. (41) through (43), we
equivalently require that the negative of each component be zero. The W-matrix relates
the face-area ux components to the di erences between the cell-center intensity and the
face-center intensities in accordance with Eq. (31). Thus the rst 6 equations can be
expressed in terms of the matrix W as follows:

;W^ = 0 ;

(100)

where in accordance with Eqs. (30) and (99):
^ = (7 ; 1; 7 ; 2; 7 ; 3; 7 ; 4; 7 ; 5; 7 ; 6)t
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:

(101)

Using Eqs. (100), and (101), one can easily construct the rst six rows of the single-cell
coecient matrix, C, as follows:

ci;j = Wi;j
ci;7 = ;

; i = 1; 6; j = 1; 6;

6
X

j =1

(102)

Wi;j ; i = 1; 6:

(103)

The seventh and last row of C corresponds to Eq. (34), the steady-state balance equation.
Using Eqs. (31), (34), and (101) through (103), we de ne the last row of the coecient
matrix:

c7;j = ;
c7;7 =

6
X

Wi;j ; i = 1; 6

i=1
6 X
6
X

i=1 j =1

(104)

Wi;j :

(105)

To summarize, the coecient matrix takes the following block form:

C

2
6
= 664

3
r 7
7
7
5
rc

W W
Wc W

;

(106)

where Wr is a 6  1 matrix obtained by summing the rows of W, Wc is a 1  6 matrix
obtained by summing the columns of W, and Wrc is a 1  1 matrix obtained by summing all
of the elements of W. Note that Wc is the transpose of Wr because W is symmetric. Thus

C is symmetric. To prove that it is SPS, we need only show that it is positive-semide nite.
Towards this end we note that any vector ^ can clearly be re-expressed as follows:
^ = (1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7)t = ^ f + ^ c
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;

(107)

where
^ f = (1 ; 7; 2 ; 7; 3 ; 7; 4 ; 7; 5 ; 7; 6 ; 7; 0)t

;

(108)

and
^ c = (7; 7; 7; 7; 7; 7; 7)t

:

(109)

Taking the inner product of ^ with C ^ , we get


^ f + ^ c

t





C ^ f + ^ c =

^ tf C ^ f + ^ tf C ^ c + ^ tc C ^ f + ^ tc C ^ c :

(110)

C^ c = ;!0 ; for all ^ c:

(111)

It is easily veri ed that

Substituting from Eq. (111) into Eq. (110), we get


^ f + ^ c

t



C ^ f + ^ c =

^ tf C ^ f + ^tcC ^ f :

(112)

Since
^ tcC ^ f = ^ tf Ct ^ c = 0

;

(113)

Eq. (112) reduces to


^ f + ^ c

t



C ^ f + ^ c = ^ tf C ^ f :
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(114)

Using Eq. (106), it is easily shown that
^ tf C ^ f = ^ tf 6W ^ f 6

;

(115)

where
^ f 6 = (1 ; 7; 2 ; 7; 3 ; 7; 4 ; 7; 5 ; 7; 6 ; 7)t

;

(116)

Since W is SPD, it follows from Eqs. (114) through (116) that


^ f + ^ c

t





C ^ f + ^ c = 0 ; if ^ f = ;!0 ;
> 0

; otherwise:

(117)

Thus C is positive-semide nite. Since it is also symmetric, C is SPS. Note from Eq. (117)
that the null space of C is spanned by all vectors ^c. Following Eq. (109), it is clear that
the null space of C is spanned by all vectors of constant intensity.
The remainder of the demonstration is identical to that given for the 2-D case in [2].
The nal steps can be brie y described as follows:
1. Given a multicell mesh with N cells, the C-matrices for each cell are expanded to
operate on the global vector of intensities for the entire mesh. This step is conceptually analogous to the expansion of the SLBD matrix given in Eq. (83). Since the

C-matrices are SPS, their expansions must be SPS.
2. It is shown that the sum of the expanded C-matrices represents the coecient matrix
for the entire mesh with re ective conditions on the outer boundary faces. Since the
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global coecient matrix is the sum of SPS matrices, it must be SPS. Furthermore,
the null space of the full coecient matrix must be equal to the intersection of the
null spaces of the expanded C-matrices.
3. It is shown that the null space of the full coecient matrix is spanned by all vectors
of constant intensity. This is the correct result because the analytic di usion operator
has a null space spanned by all constant intensity functions if the re ective condition
is imposed on the entire outer boundary. The analytic di usion operator becomes invertible if the re ective condition is replaced with an extrapolated boundary condition
on any portion of the outer boundary surface.
4. Finally, it is shown that if the re ective boundary condition is replaced with an
extrapolated condition on any outer-boundary cell face, the expanded C-matrix for
the cell containing the boundary face has a null space that is disjoint from the null
spaces of all the other expanded C-matrices. Thus the intersection of the null spaces
of all the expanded C-matrices is the null set. Since the global coecient matrix
is the sum of the expanded C-matrices, and the expanded C-matrices are SPS, it
follows that the global coecient matrix is SPD.
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Table I: Convergence of the Support-Operators and MH Methods for the 3-D Problem on
Kershaw-Squared Meshes. The column denoted by \slope" contains the slope of a twopoint linear t calculated using only the data for the mesh assigned the slope value and
the data for the next-smallest mesh. For instance, the slope given for the 16  16  16
mesh was calculated using the data from the calculations for the 16  16  16 mesh and
the 8  8  8 mesh.
Mesh
Scheme
Error
444
SO 5:61  10;2
888
SO 1:85  10;2
16  16  16 SO 7:05  10;3
32  32  16 SO 1:99  10;3
45  45  45 SO 1:10  10;3
54  54  54 SO 8:56  10;4
444
MH 2:56  10;2
888
MH 3:39  10;2
16  16  16 MH 9:64  10;3
32  32  16 MH 1:56  10;3
45  45  45 MH 7:96  10;4
54  54  54 MH 6:20  10;4
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Slope

;

1:60
1:39
1:82
1:74
1:38

;
;0:4
1:81
2:63
1:97
1:37

Table II: Comparison of One-Level and Two-Level Solution Techniques.
Technique Mesh Type
One-Level Random
Two-Level Random
One-Level Kershaw2
Two Level Kershaw2

FS
Max LO CPU Time
Iterations Iterations
(Sec)
97
143.24
7
32
61.53
175
247.17
46
42
352.91
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Figure Captions
1. Global indices for four vertices associated with cell (i; j; k).
2. Local and global indices for three of six face centers associated with cell (i; j; k).
3. Local and global indices for three of six face centers associated with cell (i; j; k).
4. Vertex shared by the Right, Top, and Up faces having local index RTU.
5. Three face-center face-area components de ning the ux vector at vertex RTU.
6. Sub-hexahedron associated with vertex.
7. Interior view of a portion of a 10  10  10 random mesh.
8. External view of a 10  10  10 Kershaw-squared mesh.
9. External view of a 20  20  20 Kershaw-squared mesh.
10. Interior view of a portion of a 20  20  20 Kershaw-squared mesh.
11. Convergence data and least-squares linear t for the support-operators method and
the two-material problem.
12. Convergence data and least-squares linear t for the MH method and the two-material
problem.
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13. Convergence data and least-squares linear t for the support-operators method and
the 3-D problem on random meshes.
14. Convergence data and least-squares linear t for the MH method and the 3-D problem
on random meshes.
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Figure 1: JCP: Morel, Hall, and Shashkov, \A Local Support-Operators Di usion Discretization Scheme for Hexahedral Meshes."
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Figure 2: JCP: Morel, Hall, and Shashkov, \A Local Support-Operators Di usion Discretization Scheme for Hexahedral Meshes."
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Figure 3: JCP: Morel, Hall, and Shashkov, \A Local Support-Operators Di usion Discretization Scheme for Hexahedral Meshes."
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Figure 4: JCP: Morel, Hall, and Shashkov, \A Local Support-Operators Di usion Discretization Scheme for Hexahedral Meshes."
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Figure 5: JCP: Morel, Hall, and Shashkov, \A Local Support-Operators Di usion Discretization Scheme for Hexahedral Meshes."
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Figure 6: JCP: Morel, Hall, and Shashkov, \A Local Support-Operators Di usion Discretization Scheme for Hexahedral Meshes."
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Figure 7: JCP: Morel, Hall, and Shashkov, \A Local Support-Operators Di usion Discretization Scheme for Hexahedral Meshes."
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Figure 8: JCP: Morel, Hall, and Shashkov, \A Local Support-Operators Di usion Discretization Scheme for Hexahedral Meshes."
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Figure 9: JCP: Morel, Hall, and Shashkov, \A Local Support-Operators Di usion Discretization Scheme for Hexahedral Meshes."
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Figure 10: JCP: Morel, Hall, and Shashkov, \A Local Support-Operators Di usion Discretization Scheme for Hexahedral Meshes."
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Figure 11: JCP: Morel, Hall, and Shashkov, \A Local Support-Operators Di usion Discretization Scheme for Hexahedral Meshes."
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Figure 12: JCP: Morel, Hall, and Shashkov, \A Local Support-Operators Di usion Discretization Scheme for Hexahedral Meshes."
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Figure 13: JCP: Morel, Hall, and Shashkov, \A Local Support-Operators Di usion Discretization Scheme for Hexahedral Meshes."
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Figure 14: JCP: Morel, Hall, and Shashkov, \A Local Support-Operators Di usion Discretization Scheme for Hexahedral Meshes."
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